
Hall Lane, Nottingham, NG12 3FB
Guide Price £4,750,000





An architectural masterpiece from award winning
developer Guy Phoenix, this luxurious home needs to be
seen to be believed. A modern contemporary property set
in the most idyllic countryside location makes this the
perfect dream home.

THE APPROACH
This private gated property is accessed via bronzed
double gates off Hall Lane as you approach the village of
Colston Bassett. Once through the gates you are guided
along the sweeping gravel driveway, through the tree
lined plot, until you are greeted by this modern architect
designed home.

Striking dark grey aluminium cladding combined with hand
finished stonework allows this beautiful piece of
architecture to compliment it's woodland surrounds
perfectly!

Pushing the boundaries of clean, sharp, crisp lines with a
Californian twist this home is beyond unique.

The driveway continues past the triple garage round to
the front of the property where there is ample parking for
a dozen vehicles.

THE GROUND FLOOR
Upon entering this home through the double doors you
are greeted by a spacious entrance hallway adorned with
custom made, back-lit artwork on the walls. A steel and
glass staircase tempts you to explore both up and down
and immediately to your front is a large sliding glass door
perfectly framing your picturesque garden and woodland
tree-line.

LED lighting, venetian plastered walls, smart home
security, heating, lighting and blind controls give an instant
impression of what's to come in this state of the art home.

Off to the left you have the incredible living area with
double aspect sliding doors, feature fire, seating areas and
even a glass floor that looks down over your own private
waterfall, basement, swimming pool.

Leading from the living area is a glass doored home office
area which looks out over the front driveway and includes

bespoke fitted cabinetry and gloss tiled floors.

Heading back through the entrance hallway through
another set of double doors you are faced with the most
impressive entertaining kitchen we have ever seen!

A large island kitchen unit with breakfast bar is covered in
granite and boasts a Miele induction hob and downdraft
extractor fan.

The gloss units provide endless amounts of storage space,
a large fridge, separate freezer, Miele, double oven,
microwave, microwave and the list continues! 

In one corner of the room is an informal dining area with
feature hanging light which is perfect for the morning
paper with your breakfast but when you have your guests
around then the formal dinning room is where you need to
be.

Accessed through glass double doors and passing the wine
chillers and store, you are welcomed by an exceptional
dining space. The room has a feature ceiling, hanging
chandelier lighting, venetian plastered walls, LED lighting
and the most incredible sliding doors which opens the
whole room up to the rear patio and garden.

Also accessed off the family kitchen is a corridor which
leads to a downstairs cloakroom, laundry / utility room and
then on to a large guest suite which comes complete with a
four piece luxury en suite bathroom. The room is perfect
for guests allowing complete privacy from the rest of the
home and it's own access to both the front driveway and
rear gardens.

THE FIRST FLOOR
When climbing the bespoke steel and glass staircase to the
first floor you are greeted by a beautifully spacious
corridor which runs from one end of the property to the
other. Large windows fill the space with natural light with
views over the driveway to the front of the property.

A bespoke back lit art installation on the ceiling finishes the
space to perfection and further highlights the connection
of the modern architecture to the rural location.

Off this corridor you have access to four immensely
spacious bedroom suites all with en suites. The interior
design and layout of each bedroom is flawless and gives
an incredible feel of luxury throughout.

Every bedroom benefits from beautiful views over the
garden and three of the rooms have access to private
balcony space.

Bedroom one is truly breathtaking and benefits from a
luxury four piece bathroom suite and two separate walk in
wardrobes.

LOWER GROUND
From the entrance hallway on the ground floor, the steel
and glass staircase leads you down to the lower ground
floor which is an exceptional space!

Upon reaching the bottom you are greeted by the most
impressively spacious, double storey basement room. 
The space is currently presented to show the variety of
uses you could use the space for including, lounge,
dining/entertaining space, games room, home cinema, bar,
events space! Or all of the above at the same time. This
space needs to be seen to be believed!

From the luxurious bar area you can see through the glass
wall to the swimming pool area which is great size and has
a waterfall feature at the far end with a glass ceiling into
the Living Area above.

The swimming pool is finished to the highest standard with
LED strip wall lighting giving a truly futuristic feel to the
space. Leading from the pool area is Sauna, Steam Room
and changing room with all the facilities you could need.

We have never seen a space like this! Viewing is highly
recommended!

THE FINER POINTS
State of the art air conditioning system throughout the
home with air purification filter.
Full CCTV system and alarm covering the grounds and
home.
Smart home system controlling room temperatures,
lighting, and blinds

Hall Lane, Nottingham, NG12 3FB

Guide Price £4,750,000A truly incredible new build home from award winning developer Guy Phoenix. This architectural masterpiece has to be seen to
be believed! 
A luxurious detached home with five bedroom suites and approximately 9000 sq ft sitting on approximately 1.4 acres in the
sought-after village of Colston Bassett.



Energy Performance - A Rated

Tenure: Freehold

THE DEVELOPER
This incredible home is the latest and in our opinion the greatest
creation from award winning developer Guy Phoenix.
The Knoll is a completely different design from his norm,
pushing the boundaries of clean, sharp, crisp lines with a
Californian twist.

When Guy describes the process to build his homes he refers to
it as 'art' not construction and without doubt this is his
masterpiece. 

With all the luxuries you would expect to see in a Guy Phoenix
home, The Knoll has improved on what was before thought
unimprovable.
Even the colouring and finish has been taken to a new level.
The home is simply spectacular and must be viewed.

THE LOCATION
This unique tree lined plot of approximately 1.4 acres is
accessed off Hall Lane on the approach into Colston Bassett
Village.

Colston Bassett is a beautiful village situated within the rolling
countryside of the picturesque Vale of Belvoir. Ideally located in
South Nottinghamshire, but within five miles of the borders of
Leicestershire and Lincolnshire.

Being an estate village since the Norman conquest, its unique
character and its subsequent development has been shaped by
the various owners from Ralph Basset, who was awarded the
village by William the Conqueror, through to the Le Marchant
family, who acquired the village in the late nineteenth century.
The original Market Cross at the centre of village was erected
in 1257 when Henry III granted Ralph de Basset and his heirs
the right to hold a weekly market each Wednesday, as well as
an annual three-day fair, but these rights are no longer
exercised.

The village was one of the first villages in Nottinghamshire to
acquire full conservation area status in the early 1970's and
this too has influenced its special character and development to
the present time.

Although predominantly agricultural in nature, the village has
also a number of local businesses which have developed in its
special environment. Notably, Colston Bassett & District Dairy
Limited, the producers of world famous traditional Stilton
cheese. The Dairy, which was formed in 1913, is a community
based company which uses local milk and suppliers to create its
award winning traditional stilton cheeses.

The village is also home to the award winning pub and
restaurant, the Martins Arms. Also within the village is the
livery stables and riding school, Belle Vue Stables, on New
Road. Furthermore, the long established and well known
Belvoir Boarding Kennels are located within the parish.

Colston Bassett is, therefore, a truly tranquil and beautiful
village that offers the visitor a special experience, whether
walking the many public footpaths or enjoying all that the
village has to offer.

YOUR INVITATION
If you are looking for a modern architectural masterpiece
located in the most idyllic countryside setting then The Knoll is
the perfect home for you.

The level of design, detail and finishing is truly breathtaking and
we invite you to come and see this exceptional home for
yourself.

Viewing is strictly by appointment only so call us today on 0115
824 8333 to arrange a personalised tour of this incredible
creation.

THE DISCLAIMER
Fixtures and fittings other than those mentioned are to be
agreed with the Seller.
All measurements are approximate and are taken using a laser
tape.
Statements contained within this brochure are provided in good
faith and are understood to be accurate, although cannot be
guaranteed since we rely on information provided by other
parties. Prospective purchasers are advised to satisfy
themselves as to the validity of the information contained,
either by inspection or through their solicitors, prior to any
exchange of contracts to purchase. Services have not been
tested and it is recommended that purchasers undertake
independent tests on all services and mechanical installations,
prior to exchange. Details correct at time of going to print.

Money Laundering
In line with The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and
Transfer of Funds (information on the Payer) Regulations 2017,
as a regulated profession, Liberty Gate require any successful
purchasers proceeding with a purchase to provide two forms of
identification i.e. Passport or photo card driving license and a
recent utility bill. This evidence will be required prior to Liberty
Gate instructing solicitors in the purchase or the sale of a
property. We are duty bound to carry out due diligence on all of
our clients to confirm their identity. Rather than traditional
methods in which you would have to produce multiple utility bills
and a photographic ID we use an electronic verification system.
This system allows us to verify you from basic details using
electronic data, however it is not a credit check of any kind so
will have no effect on you or your credit history. As a seller or
purchaser, by proceeding with a sale or purchase, you
understand that we will undertake a search with Experian for
the purposes of verifying your identity. To do so Experian may
check the details you supply against any particulars on any
database (public or otherwise) to which they have access. They
may also use your details in the future to assist other
companies for verification purposes. A record of the search will
be retained.

CAR SHOWROOM
Perfectly located next to the property is a detached three car
show room.

A garage does not do this building justice with gloss walls and
feature LED wall lighting your cars are treated to the same
luxury as you at The Knoll.

The detached showroom is spacious and can easily
accommodate three good sized vehicles and completely opens
up at the front to allow easy access from the driveway.

SUMMARY OF ACCOMMODATION

• Luxury New Build Detached Home

• Five Bedroom Suites

• Approximately 1.4 Acre Private Gated
Plot

• Architect Designed Bespoke Home

• Incredible Entertaining Space on the
Lower Ground Floor

• Underground Swimming Pool with
Waterfall, Sauna and Steam Room

• Luxurious, High End Bespoke Kitchen

• Home Office

• Three Car Detached Garage & Large
Driveway

• Viewing Essential





Hall Lane, Nottingham, NG12 3FB

Guide Price £4,750,000

GENERAL INFORMATION

FreeholdTENURE:

LOCAL AUTHORITY:

Rushcliffe Borough Council

APROX. GROS INTERNAL FLOOR AREA 9000.00 sq ft





The particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intended purchasers or lessees, and do not constitute, any part of a contract. Nothing in these particulars shall be deemed to be a
statement that the property is in good structural condition or otherwise nor that any of the services, appliances, equipment or facilities are in good working order. Purchasers should satisfy themselves
of this prior to purchasing.
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